One of the main themes of the Book of Mormon is the role that Jews have historically played in God’s work and the central place they will assume in the latter days. Within the opening chapters of the Book of Mormon, Nephi makes clear the need for his family to understand and acknowledge God’s interaction with their ancestors through the “record of the Jews and also a genealogy of [their] forefathers” (1 Nephi 3:3). The stated purpose for Nephi and his brothers’ return to Jerusalem was to procure the record so that they might “preserve unto [their] children the language of [their] fathers” as well as the “words which have been spoken by the mouth of all the holy prophets” (1 Nephi 3:19–20). From the beginning of Nephi’s narrative, it is clear that he and his family need to understand and also identify with biblical Israel. Despite the theological import of these statements, this scriptural narrative does not fully account for early Mormon interest in contemporary Jews and Judaism. ¹ There was a far more immediate concern in early Mormonism regarding Jews than simply the idea that the Book of Mormon was an ancient Jewish record. ²
There are many possible origins for Mormon interest in Judaism. The most familiar source for members of the Church is the Book of Mormon. The authors of the Book of Mormon were remarkably aware of their own internal purposes and the larger divine narrative of the text they produced. Nephi, one of the first prophetic figures encountered in the book, argued, “I, Nephi, received a commandment that the ministry and the prophecies, the more plain and precious parts of them, should be written upon these plates, and that the things, which were written should be kept for the instruction of my people, who should possess the land, and also for other wise purposes, which purposes are known unto the Lord” (1 Nephi 19:1). Nephi drew this larger narrative of “wise purposes” into a lengthy discussion of covenants made between God and the biblical fathers (see 1 Nephi 17:26; 22:7–10) and an eventual moment when the covenant people (Israel) will be gathered along with “every nation, kindred, tongue and people (see 1 Nephi 19:15–17). The Book of Mormon framed the long narrative of God acting in the world and infused early Mormonism with a sense of responsibility and longing for the Millennium when God would commence a full gathering of Israel (see 2 Nephi 10:1–9).

The title page of the Book of Mormon notes that it was “written to the Lamanites, who are a remnant of the house of Israel; and also to the Jew and Gentile” and is “to show unto the remnant of the House of Israel the great things the Lord hath done for their fathers; and that they may know the covenants of the Lord, that they are not cast off forever.” Thus, not only did Lehi and his family need the brass plates for their immediate spiritual welfare, they were also forever tied to the community that created the record for them (see D&C 3:16). Early members of the Church firmly held the belief that Jews would eventually regather to Palestine. As premillennialists, they also viewed the process as one where they would work alongside God to accomplish this essential step in ushering in the Second Coming.

In order to better understand why Mormons were so preoccupied with the history and beliefs of Jews and Judaism, we need to know the religious climate surrounding that interest. Using the historian’s lens allows us to locate possible extant sources available to Joseph Smith and the early Saints to explain in real terms the gathering process spoken of in the Book of Mormon. Further, by examining the life of Orson Hyde and his interest in Judaism as a living religion in his own day, Hyde’s trip to Palestine in 1841 becomes part of the process of revelation—questions or ideas being raised and then instruction divinely received. Seeing Hyde’s trip at the intersection of personal interest, prophetic revelation, and growing social concern clarifies the LDS doctrine of gathering for the modern reader. Hyde was in Britain between 1837 and 1838 and joined his fellow missionaries in London, Liverpool, Preston, and other major cities. It was also in these cities where Britain’s Jews were present in the largest numbers. It was this experience that likely sparked an interest among these early missionaries for Jews and Judaism as living communities and made the idea of “gathering” more tangible to them.

After Joseph Smith’s translation of the Book of Mormon and the subsequent establishment of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (March–April 1830), the most significant moment of development and implementation of this gathering was Orson Hyde’s journey from the United States through Europe and Palestine. Hyde was an early Mormon Apostle who expressed strong interest in all things Judaic. Further, the subject of Judaism and Jews collectively was one that occupied the attention of many of the early Apostles, particularly as they undertook missionary efforts in the British Isles.

With the charge to begin thinking about a millennial reign of Christ, early Mormon Apostles followed the prophetic call to undertake evangelizing missions to Great Britain in 1838. On 8 July 1838, the Prophet Joseph Smith received a revelation in which God called members of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles to depart the following spring “to go over the great waters, and there promulgate [his] gospel” (see D&C 118:4–5). This prophetic call of the Twelve would eventually open up “an effectual door” (D&C 112:19) for the expansion of missionary efforts that brought about a strong cohort of future Church leaders and provided essential converts en masse. An added benefit of this journey to Great Britain was that it placed Mormon Apostles in a hotbed of Jewish discussions about gathering to Palestine and creating a space where Jews could live peaceably among themselves without abandoning their religious identity through conversion or assimilation. To wit, in January 1839, the social reformer Anthony Ashley-Cooper, known as Lord Ashley (1801–55), published a tract in the Quarterly Review in London that encouraged a social perspective married with evangelical impetus bent on regathering Jews to their biblical homeland. In addition to comments about
the nature of the political strife in Egypt in the mid-nineteenth century, he argued for a greater sense of Christian appreciation for Jews as "the remnant of a people which produced poets like Isaiah and Joel; kings like David and Josiah; and ministers like Joseph, Daniel, and Nehemiah; but above all, as that chosen race of men, of whom, the Saviour of the world came according to the flesh." This type of rhetoric was common in Britain, and the early missionaries and Apostles likely encountered many of these ideas as they mingled in British society.

As Latter-day Saints gradually pieced together an identity based in an adoptive relationship to ancient Israel, they necessarily drew parallels to God’s covenanted relationship to Jews. Latter-day Saints understood their role in similar fashion for the modern, American context. Mormon theology maintains that the spiritual blessings made to Abraham and his posterity continue even up to this day and will be essential to an eventual gathering of God’s children (D&C 27:10). In its theology—if not fully within its practice and rhetoric—early Mormonism rejected traditional Christian supersessionism (the notion that the gospel of Christ completely outmoded and supplanted the Old Testament, the law of Moses, and the religion of the Israelites), opting instead for a view that emphasized the centrality of covenant and universality of its application. In so doing, they joined a powerful wave of American Christian thought that emphasized the continued covenant with Israel, mediated through a profound sense of American exceptionalism. Added to this was the premillenialist notion that if Christ is to reign upon the earth (Articles of Faith 1:10) then there must be a necessary gathering of Israel before the Second Coming. Joseph Smith obtained much of his theological understanding through Protestant theologians and drew upon themes and ideas common to his era. The Book of Mormon’s stated mission is "to the convincing of the Jew and Gentile that Jesus is the Christ, the Eternal God." For Joseph Smith, as well as many of the earliest Saints, the belief that their message contained in sacred scripture needed to reach all people led to strong rhetoric that reeked of philosemitic overtones. For early Latter-day Saints, it made perfect sense that Jews were God’s chosen people and that they were, by God’s continued grace, still integrally connected and relevant to the story of gathering. They, like many European Christians, esteemed Jews as necessary partners. However, they also exhibited at times sentiments that were overtly negative toward Jews, drawn from their reading and interpretation of scripture.

From its beginnings in the first half of the nineteenth century, Mormonism drew heavily upon biblical motifs to help solidify the community of believers as an American Israel. One who looks at the history of the emergence of Mormonism out of American revivalism need not look too far before noticing terms such as "Israel," "Zion," or "Jerusalem" applied systematically to the community. In fact, Brigham Young (1801–77), the second President of the Church, was often referred to as an "American Moses." Early comparisons of Brigham Young to Moses and the Mormon trek west as an Exodus experience further infused biblical motifs into Mormon self-perceptions. In the formative years of Mormonism in America, its first President, Joseph Smith Jr. (1805–44), learned Hebrew along with other leading men in the Church. In his role as a modern-day prophet, Smith claimed authority to receive revelation for members of the Church as well as the world and the ability to translate ancient records; the most notable translation was the Book of Mormon. In connection with his desire to study the Bible and eventually to retranslate it, Smith decided upon the necessity of knowing Hebrew for his work. To fulfill this desire, Smith hired Joshua Seixas, a prominent Jewish scholar from New York to instruct Church leaders in Hebrew during a seven-week course that cost 320 dollars. Their willingness to pay such fees suggests that their interest was sincere and that at least some of them felt an immediacy in their efforts to better understand the Bible. Further, when these early Mormons read the biblical text, they read it in such a way as to link ancient Israel to a new Israel through a process of spiritual adoption. Even within Mormonism’s own narrative of ancient peoples, the connections with ancient Israel are central to their understanding of where their records originated and how they became heirs to the blessings promised to Abraham in the book of Genesis.

Orson Hyde’s journey to Europe and Jerusalem is the subject of numerous accounts of early Mormon missionary efforts and travels abroad. For Hyde and John E. Page (his appointed companion for his mission to Palestine), there can be little doubt that the impetus for any enthusiasm must have largely rested with Hyde. Before embarking toward England in 1840, Hyde wrote to Joseph Smith and suggested that the work of the missionaries...
meetings with local Jewish leaders about the plight of Europe’s Jews in the
1840s which gave context to and formed the Mormon response that ultimately
pushed Hyde toward Palestine. Therefore, Hyde’s writings from his Palestinian
mission reflect a concerted effort to see Jews as a historical nation with
contemporary relevance.

Mormons were certainly not the only American religious groups to fos-
ter such an interest. We might look no further than Alexander Campbell’s
Christian System to get a sense of the growing interest in Jews and Judaism
among nineteenth-century ministers. In his lengthy sermon detailing the
“Jewish Institution”—that is, the law of Moses and the process of transi-
tion from Jewish communal life focused on patriarchal family to nation—
Campbell argued for typological understanding of pre-Rabbinic Judaism.
He suggested that “the Jewish institution is not to be regarded only in its
political, moral, and religious aspects, but especially in its figurative and
prospective character. God so wisely and benevolently contrived it from its
origin to its close, that its whole history . . . should exactly and impressively
shadow forth the new institution with the fates and fortunes of the subjects
of this new and more glorious order of things.”26

From this perspective, Judaism and its historical antecedents ought to be
seen as part of God’s grand plan and as one step along the way for God’s
justice and eventual mercy to work their way through the human family.
Such a view, indeed a supersessionist one at heart, should not surprise us
given the millenarian view of many nineteenth-century Christian move-
ments. Reverend Charles Buck’s 1821 Theological Dictionary argued that
Judaism is “but a temporary dispensation, and was to give way, at least the
ceremonial part of it, at the coming of the Messiah.”27 Campbell suggested,
however, that it was imperative for the nineteenth-century Christian who
sought divine knowledge about God to know something of “Adam, Abel,
Noah, Melchizedek, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, Aaron, Joshua, Samson,
David, Jonah, . . . and of ordinances, the passover, the scape-goat, the red
heifer, the year of jubilee, the law of the leper, the kinsman redeemer, the cit-
ties of refuge; together with all the sacrifices, washings, anointings, and con-
secrations of the holy nation.”28 Further, the Christian mind ought to know
of “the furnishing of a new alphabet and language, (the elements of heavenly
science,) without which it would appear to have been almost, if not alto-
gether, impossible to learn the spiritual things or to make any proficiency in

ought to be “spread . . . among all people; Languages and tongues so far as
possible; and gather up all jewels among the Jews besides.”21 In a letter dated
14 May 1840, Joseph Smith responded to Hyde and Page:

If there is anything calculated to interest the mind of the saints,
to awaken in them the finest sensibilities, . . . surely it is the
great and precious promises, made by our heavenly father to the
children of Abraham . . . Bretheren [sic] you are in the path way
to Eternal Fame! and immortal Glory; and inasmuch as you feel
interested for the covenant people of the Lord, the God of their
Father shall bless you. Do not be discouraged on account of the
greatness of the work . . . He who scattered Israel has promised
to gather them; therefore, inasmuch as you are to be instrumen-
tal in this great work, he will endow you with power, wisdom,
might, and intelligence, and every qualification necessary.22

The echoing of Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants claims
about the children of Abraham, combined with the prophetic call to gather
scattered Israel, made Orson Hyde long to see the cities he once saw in vision
and fulfill his mission to the people God had long prepared.

The idea that Christianity functioned allegorically to fulfill all Old
Testament prophecies about Israel was firmly fixed in nineteenth-century
Christian parlance.23 This rhetoric, coupled with the Book of Mormon text,
led Hyde and other early Mormons to consider the possibility that there
might be a literal gathering of Israel (or Jews) back to Palestine in prepara-
tion for the Second Coming. Wilford Woodruff, one of the Twelve Apostles
in Britain, wrote in his journal: “I addressed in the fore part of the day. Had
the Chills & fever in the Afternoon but met with the saints in the evening &
broke bread unto them. My mind is much interested these days in the gath-
ering of the Jews for they are now fast fulfilling the scriptures by returning
to Jerrusalem.”24 Further, Woodruff noted on 2 November 1840 that there
were efforts by Moses Montefiore, a brother-in-law to the Rothchild patri-
arch and highly influential Jewish communal leader in London, to estab-
lish banks as a precursor to a Jewish return to their Palestinian homeland.25
Thus, as will be shown later with Hyde, early Mormon interests in Judaism
depended upon a steep learning curve for many of the Apostles during their
1840 mission in Britain. While there, they learned through newspapers and
meetings with local Jewish leaders about the plight of Europe’s Jews in the
1840s which gave context to and formed the Mormon response that ultimately
pushed Hyde toward Palestine. Therefore, Hyde’s writings from his Palestinian
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nation with contemporary relevance.
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As was his habit of doing, Hyde sought introduction while in London through a network of contacts with “some of the principal Jews in the place.” One of these Jews was the aged chief rabbi of England (referred to in Hyde’s letters as “the President Rabbi of the Hebrews in England”), Solomon Hirschell (1762–1842). Hirschell was born in London but trained according to Polish (most likely Lithuanian) Jewish tradition, following in the footsteps of the Gaon of Vilna (Elijah ben Schlomo Zalman), and was a lifelong enemy of the growing reform movement in the nineteenth century. As the chief rabbi, his responsibility was to the British Empire and it was through him that all queries regarding Jewish life and practice in Britain were adjudicated. As evidenced in his later writing to Joseph and others, Hyde’s efforts to meet with Hirschell proved to be profoundly influential to his view of Judaism in the nineteenth-century European context. In his 1842 letter to Parley P. Pratt in Liverpool, Hyde argued:

There is an increasing anxiety in Europe for the restoration of that people; and this anxiety is not confined to the pale of any religious community, but it has found its way to the courts of kings. Special ambassadors have been sent, and consuls and consular-agents have been appointed. The rigorous policy which has hitherto characterised the course of other nations towards them, now begins to be softened by the oil of friendship, and modified by the balm of humanity.

In order to see the context behind this letter, we ought to be aware of Hirschell’s own interests in the final year of the aged rabbi’s life. Perhaps the most crucial and contentious year in the first half of the nineteenth century for European and Middle Eastern Jews was 1840. This year and the years immediately following were long foretold by Jews as the advent of the messianic age. Moses Hess (1812–75), the German-Jewish writer, acknowledged the year 5600 as the messianic year. Hess went so far as to include as a sign that this was under way during the events in Damascus in 1840. Jacob Katz argued that “in all the lands of eastern Europe, the opinion was widespread that the approaching year 5600 was the year of the redemption.” This belief seems to have originated with Talmudic and Zohar passages that made reference to the messianic age. Given the traditionally accepted...
six-thousand-year life span of the world, Talmudic tractate Sanhedrin (99a) contains the following statement:

“Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Zion, shout, O daughter of Jerusalem, behold your king comes to you; he is just and has salvation; lowly and riding upon an ass and upon a colt the foal of an ass” (Zech. 9:9). . . . R. Eliezer says, “The days of the Messiah will be forty years. . . . R. Dosa says "Four hundred years. Here it is written, ‘And they shall serve them and they shall afflict them four hundred years.’ (Gen. 15:13) and elsewhere Make us glad according to the days wherein you have afflicted us’” (Ps. 90:15).49

Arie Morgenstern uses this passage as a way of showing the Talmudic foundations of the dating to then draw the argument toward an examination of just how pervasive this sense of messianic hope was throughout the whole of nineteenth-century Europe and the Mediterranean world.\(^{40}\) Many Jews held that if Rabbi Dosa’s prediction proved accurate, the messianic year ought to occur in or near 1840 (5600) to allow time for the four hundred year period of cleansing and torment to occur before the 6000th year.\(^{41}\) The Zohar, a thirteenth-century mystical text likely composed by Moses de Leon of Guadalajara (d. 1305), also makes reference to the flood in the time of Noah and then predicts that a “flood” of knowledge and wisdom would come forth, based on the same dating schema, around the year 1840.\(^{42}\) This line of thinking fit well into the Christian understanding that the events leading Jews and Christians to think about a future home for Jews in Palestine was connected to the divine narrative that both groups saw unfolding, albeit with noticeable differences.

When Hyde arrived in London for the first time, and particularly on his Palestine trip, he surely encountered “principal Jews” who helped him see their social and messianic worldview and their hope for a brighter future for Jews both in Europe and in their traditional homeland. Later nineteenth-century Jewish expectations of a return to Jerusalem accelerated aliya (singular aliya), or mass waves of migration toward Jerusalem, to begin the long process of resettling Eretz Yisrael. It was against great struggle that even earlier Jewish settlers attempted to establish an Ashkenazic Jewish presence in Palestine with very little natural or economic resources.\(^{43}\) By the time Hyde encountered Jerusalem, he was seeing a world enmeshed in dramatic chaos and transition with a very uncertain future.\(^{44}\)

Just before his arrival in Jerusalem, Hyde ported in Beirut, a central destination of European Jewish migration in the 1830s. Hyde commented on the Christian clergy that he encountered in the various cities that echoed his own desire to see Eretz Yisrael flourish once again. However, he was quite cynical of their approach. He noted:

The course which the popular clergy pursue at this time in relation to the Divine economy, looks to me as though they would say; “O Lord! We will worship thee with all our hearts, serve thee with all our souls and be very pious and holy. We will even gather Israel, convert the heathen, and bring in the millennium, if you will only let us alone that we may do it in our own way, and according to our own will. But if you speak from heaven to interfere with our plans, or cause any to see visions or dream dreams or prophecy whereby we are disturbed or interrupted in our worship, we will exert all our strength and skill to deny what you say, and charge it home upon the devil or some wild fantastic spirit, as being its author.”\(^{45}\)

Hyde ventured then to show how the gathering of Israel might be better facilitated by Christians, and Mormons in particular. In his letter to the Twelve, dated 1 January 1842, Hyde argued, “It was by political power and influence that the Jewish nation was broken down, and her subjects dispersed abroad; and I will here hazard the opinion, that by political power and influence, they will be gathered and built up; and further, that England is destined, in the wisdom and economy of heaven, to stretch forth the arm of political power, and advance in the front ranks of this glorious enterprise. . . . This opinion I submit, however, to your superior wisdom to correct, if you shall find it wrong.”\(^{46}\)

There were good reasons for Hyde to think that England would be the country to lead this effort to redeem Israel in 1841 and 1842—reasons that were entirely political and related to the philanthropic endeavors of wealthy British Jews in Britain. One example who was well known to Rabbi Hirschell was Moses Montefiore, one of Britain’s wealthiest and most internationally...
Jews across the globe focused on Beirut’s neighboring city of Damascus in 1840 for political reasons. In February of that year, an Italian monk named Father Thomas, along with his servant, disappeared in Damascus. The charge of ritual murder was levied against the city’s Jewish population and they were convicted. Ritual murder consists of a charge against Jews that historically drew upon “secrets” found in the Talmud and other texts that supposedly prescribed the use of Christian blood for ritual purposes, most often the mixing of blood with flour for the Matza dough. This case grew into a cause célèbre that drew the attention and consternation of European Jews broadly. Presiding Jews from Britain and France came to the aid of Damascus Jews. The likes of Moses Montefiore and Adolf Cremieux made numerous trips to the region seeking to learn more of the case and force the hand of local officials to release the Jews, overturn the conviction, and assert control over the region again. The whole of European Jewish attention was focused on the region to which Hyde would travel because of the Damascus affair. Those leading Jews with whom he met in 1840 and 1841 in Germany and England were among those community leaders who were petitioning Damascus officials, the Catholic Church, Ottoman officials, and world leaders to put a stop to the accusations.

Further, the Damascus affair also contributed to the first publications in 1841 of the Jewish Chronicle that served for the rest of the nineteenth century as the journal of world Jewry. In nearly every edition, one can find news from around the world concerning Jewish developments, interfaith strife, celebrations, and other notable occurrences. Funded by wealthy Jews in Britain, the Jewish Chronicle served in the 1840s as the clarion call for assistance and support of impoverished Jewish communities of the aliyot, Russia, and the United States. Hyde’s claims that the way to further the gathering of Jews to Palestine was through humanitarian efforts echoes similar claims from Hirschell, Montefiore, Cremieux, and other Jews who worked tirelessly on behalf of worldwide Jewry. One of the major news stories that developed on the pages of the Jewish Chronicle was the changing tide of Russian treatment of Jews and Count Pavel Kiselev’s efforts to incorporate Jewish schools and institutions within the vast Russian Empire.

For Hyde, the events in Russia and England suggested that the moment was indeed upon them; regardless of whether 1840 was truly a messianic year, it was a critical moment in the unfolding of God’s work in the world. He tied together at least two of the sources for his optimism when he wrote: “But on the land of Joseph, far in the west, where the spread eagle of America floats in the breeze and shadows the land . . . shall Zion rear her stately temples and stretch forth the curtains of her habitation. The record of Mormon chimes in so beautifully with the scriptures to establish this position, that an honest and faithful examination of the subject is all that is required to expel every doubt from the heart.”

It was clear even in 1840, as Woodruff noted in his journal, that Mormon Apostles found themselves fully engaged in this work of finding avenues for facilitating a modern, yet no less prophetic, gathering of Israel. Woodruff argued:

But in the midst of this mighty struggle, there is a small portion of the Community among the Nations of the Earth, who are looking upon other signs of this present generation as indicating a day big with events, even the restoration of primitive Christianity, the proclamation of the fulness of the Everlasting gospel among all nations both Gentile & Jew, the restoration of the Jews to their own land, the rebuilding of Jerusalem, great changes, Judgments, wars, & revolutions of the gentile nations, the Second Advent of the Messiah in the Clouds of heaven, & the great Millennium or rest of the Saints of one thousand years all of which events have been predicted by the Holy Prophets who have Spoken since the world began.

Thus, the magnitude of the prophetic call of the Twelve to gather in Britain in 1840 weighed heavily upon those who took the charge and viewed, as part of their mission, the responsibility to begin a period of concerted effort to figure out how Israel might be gathered again.

At the conclusion of his mission, when the Twelve were again gathered on the American side of the Atlantic, Woodruff reported that “Elder Orson Hyde delivered an interesting discourse at President Joseph Smith’s giving an account of his travels at Jerusalem & home again which was interesting. He saw the Mediterranean [sic] & dead sea at the same time from mount Olivet. Saw smoke or fog continually arising from the dead sea. Spoke of
the sepulcher & many things that put him in mind of the days of Christ. He published our principles in the German language & circulated them among the various nations.” Without seeing the prophetic nature of the mission of the Twelve to Britain and the necessity of their being in Britain in 1840 and 1841 when the world was focused upon the “Jewish Question” in Europe, Hyde’s journey to Palestine appears void of any real significance for the broader Church. Seeing 1840 Britain as necessary for the fulfillment of the revelation in Doctrine and Covenants 118 helps to situate the work for the eventual gathering of Jews to Palestine as part of the early Latter-day Saint work of preparing the world for the anticipated millennial reign of the Savior, Jesus Christ.
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16. Brigham Young was referred to as “the Moses of the Latter days” by Edward W. Tullidge in 1876. He wrote in his biography of the prophet, “Here we have him at once in the character of the modern Moses. It is no fanciful conceit of the author to thus style him to-day, after he and his people have built up a State fabric, with three hundred cities and settlements, networked with railroads and the electric telegraph; for at that very period his name rang throughout America, and reverberated in Europe, as the Moses of the ‘latter days,’ and the Mormons were likened to the children of Israel in the wilderness.” Tullidge, Life of Brigham Young: or Utah and Her Founders (New York: n.p., 1876), 6. Others commented further on the character of Young as Moses including John T. Caine, a territorial delegate in Washington. When asked by Frank G. Carpenter of the New York World to comment on Young, Caine replied: “He was a great man. . . . The work of Moses leading the children of Israel through the wilderness was nothing to his taking that band of Mormons over the untraveled wilderness of the great American desert and of settling them in the heart of it. Moses only traveled a few hundred miles. Brigham’s band traversed thousands. It took Brigham Young less than a year to find his land of Canaan, while Moses wandered around for fully forty.” See Frank G. Carpenter, “Talk with the Utah Delegate,” Deseret Weekly News, 25 October 1890, 584. In 1854, the Scottish writer and social commentator, Thomas Carlyle suggested in a brief essay on Mormons that “No Czar of Russia is so absolute as Joseph Smith’s successor.” See Clyde de L. Ryals, “Thomas Carlyle on the Mormons: An Unpublished Essay” Carlyle Studies Annual 15 (1995), 51. Leonard J. Arrington, Brigham Young: American Moses (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1986). Arrington adopted this appellation as a fitting title for his landmark biography on Brigham Young.

17. Joseph Smith, History, 6 January 1836, in Karen Lynn Davidson, et al., eds., Histories, Volume 1: 1832–1844, vol. 1 of the Histories series of The Joseph Smith Papers, ed. Dean C. Jessee, Ronald K. Esplin, and Richard Lyman Bushman (Salt Lake City: Church Historian’s Press, 2012), 168. For more on Seixas and his connection to Joseph Smith, see Goldman, God’s Sacred Tongue 176–98. One of the most successful students in Seixas’s lectures was Orson Hyde, who wrote a personal letter to his teacher on 31 March 1836. Hyde wrote: “The time has arrived when your valuable course of Heb. Instruction with us has come to a close; and I am unwilling for you to leave without expressing on my part the deep sense I have of your indefatigable labours, and the intense interests you have manifested by employing all, and the most efficient means in your power to advance us in the knowledge of the Heb. Scriptures. It is but justice to say that our expectations under your very valuable course of instruction, have been more than realized. The extra privileges which I have enjoyed with you in consequences of local circumstances, call for my grateful acknowledgement and inspire my head to call upon Heaven for blessings to rest upon you, and upon your beloved family. Should any institution, class, or people wish to acquire a knowledge of the Hebrew Language (did they know your superior qualifications,) I am confident they would not ask, What are the terms of tuition? But can we obtain him?” Hyde Family Papers, University of Utah J. Willard Marriott Special Collections, MS 193, box 1, folder 1.


19. Among the many secondary sources that relay Orson Hyde’s story, see for example, “Orson Hyde’s Trip to the Holy Land 1841 A.D.” extracts from the writings of Marvin S. Hill and Joseph S. Hyde, compiled by Glenn E. Nielsen, February 1961, L. Tom Perry Special Collections, Harold B. Lee Library, Provo, UT; Myrtle Hyde, Orson Hyde: The Olive Branch of Israel (Salt Lake City: Agekra, 2000), 111–50; Grant Underwood, The Millenarian World of Early Mormonism (Urbana: University of
Christianity as Plead in the Current Reformation, 4th ed. (1821), 278.

1. Myrtle Stevens Hyde, Orson Hyde: The Olive Branch of Israel (Salt Lake City: Agrekta, 2000), 112–14. In early March 1840, Hyde saw in vision the cities he was to visit including Constantinople, Amsterdam, and Jerusalem. According to Myrtle Hyde, the vision lasted six hours. Hyde indicated that it lasted “for a number of hours.” On 4 March 1840, Hyde related the events to Joseph Smith who reacted with equal enthusiasm. See Hyde, A Voice from Jerusalem, iii.


4. From among many possible early nineteenth-century American sources, one might look at William Cogswell, The Harbinger of the Millennium (Boston: Pierce and Parker, 1833); John Jacob Bergmann, “The Restoration of the Jews Contemplated and Urged,” Israel’s Advocate 1, no. 1–7 (January 1823–July 1823); or for Britain, see for example, Ashley-Cooper, review of “Letters on Egypt, Edom, and the Holy Land,” 166–92.


11. Orson Hyde, A Voice from Jerusalem, 9. Hyde, in giving a description of his mission, wrote: “But against this heavenly message, streaming from the bosom of the compassionate God, with the purest love and good-will to a fallen race, and beaming in the face of men with a celestial radiance, is arranged the cold-hearted prejudices of an unbelieving world. Well did the Savior ask this question,—‘When the son of man cometh, shall he find faith on the earth?’”


hence the “mystery of the ‘” is the beginning line of Zohar 1.117a; The symbolic numerical representation of ‘ is six, hence the beginning of the sixth millennium was 1240/41 C.E., making 1840 (six hundred years later) the designated year for this flood of wisdom. The messianic millennium, according to Jewish tradition, will commence 2240/41 C.E.

43. Green, Moses Montefiore, 112–19; Morgenstern, Hastening Redemption, 72–73.
44. Hyde, A Voice from Jerusalem, 34–35. Hyde’s sense of urgency and potential for danger seems to have been a statement about both the general state of affairs, but also out of fear for his own life. At the conclusion of his last letter, dated 20 October 1841, Hyde noted, “I have many particulars that I would like to write, but time will not allow at this time. You will hear from me again by the first opportunity, if the Arabs don’t kill me.”
46. Hyde, Voice from Jerusalem, 14.
49. Hyde, A Voice from Jerusalem, 14–15. Hyde is careful here to make the connection between a softened political and social outlook that benefits Jews and their imminent return to the scriptural basis mentioned above that ties Jews and Mormons to the “god of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.”
50. Hyde, A Voice from Jerusalem, 18.
52. Wilford Woodruff’s Journal, 2:194 (11 December 1842).
Here we are at Patch 5.1! With the current craziness of everybody gathering and crafting for Ishgardian Restoration (most of us just to get the Ufiti mount needing 8400 scrips!), I'd like to put in my 2 cents regarding maximizing gathering quantity. As the amount of gathered raw mats for crafting is estimated to be at range of thousands, maximizing quantity is rather significant, as it may save you many hours of work.

Step 1 - Equip yourself with sufficient Hi-Cordial and Cordial. You will need these to keep refilling your GP.

Step 2 - Activate "Sneak" (used to be Stealth in The frame had a main corner moulding missing along with other mouldings. Where possible we have made impressions from the original mouldings and used the casts from these to replace the damage/missing ones. The frame is in the final stages of repair it will then be cleaned before various coloured clay boles are applied and then the gilding can commence. Devil. Framed Art.Â Bourlet, experts in fine art framing and restoration for over 200 years, remain a notable authority on craftsmanship in the art world today. Our work encompasses the creation of all kinds of fine art frames, including gilded, veneer, carved and hand made as well as fine art and frame restoration. #fineartframesuk #pictureframerestorationuk #bespokepictureframesuk. Chalk Paint Projects.